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Abstract
The World Robot Summit 2018 was held in Japan which provided a venue
for high-level robot technology from around the world. The main aim of the
summit was to serve as a setting for various competitions that helps to speed
up technology development, promote social implementation and demonstrate
robotic problem-solving abilities. One of the hardest challenges in the WRS was
the Assembly Challenge (Industrial Robotic Category).
This thesis mainly aims at solving the assembly challenge put forth by the WRS
2018. The intent is to build an automation system that can achieve “level 5”
production automation, i.e. zero change over time for new product introduction. The primary focus of the thesis is to provide relevant input data for the
autonomous assembly system to generate an assembly plan which can build
any given assembly or subassembly in the least possible time.
The approach presented is to derive a complete set of assembly information
regarding the product or the assembly and enable the robotic system to reason
an optimal sequence plan to build the final assembly. Finally, the developed
system is tested with different specific corner cases which involve at least five
different industrial applications and a wide variety of assembly elements.
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1 Introduction
This chapter provides insight into the background and problem description for
this thesis, along with the aim, objectives, approach, focus and limitations. Since
the thesis is part of a broader research work involving several other disciplines;
it is necessary to first define the scope of the thesis to fully understand the
problem and make necessary simplifications.

1.1 Background
The World Robot Summit is a platform designed to bring forth innovation in
robotics and foster state-of-the-art autonomous manufacturing systems. The
summit consists of the following four challenges.
•
•
•
•

Industrial Robotics Category
Service Robotics Category
Disaster Robotics Category
Junior Category

The assembly challenge is one of the subcategories of the Industrial robotics
challenge. The challenge includes the following tasks, such as bin picking,
kitting task and assembly task. All these tasks are designed in such a way that
it includes 2D assembly, 3D assembly and a flexible assembly to be completed
by an industrial robotic system.
The two main objectives of the assembly challenge are to maximize agility and
leanness. Agility is defined as the time required by a robotic system to change
from one product to another, whereas leanness is defined as the rate of
reusability of the equipment to produce the new product. 1
The levels of automation in next-generation production systems are classified as
shown in Table 1.1. The levels range from 1 to 5; where level 1 automation is
when no changeover is possible for a new product to level 5 automation which
aims at zero changeover time for a new product. The main aim of the assembly
challenge is to achieve “ level 5 ” automation in next-generation production
1

Conf. Yokokohji et al. (2019), p. 876-99.
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Table 1.1: Levels for the next-generation production system, Source: Yokokohji et al. (2019), p.
877.

system, i.e., to build an agile and lean robotic assembly system which is possible
to achieve zero change over time.2
The thesis expands on the assembly challenge laid out by the WRS to build an
efficient manufacturing system that can achieve “level 5” automation in the
most effective way.

1.2 Problem description
An Industrial assembly task can have different degrees of automation, depending on a variety of factors, including production lifetime, volume, and flexibility.
To achieve the “level 5” automation as described in the previous section; it
was decided to choose the assembly model outlined by the assembly challenge
(Industrial Robotics Category) presented at the WRS 2018. The test setup consists
of a belt drive unit, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, to be autonomously assembled
without any human interference.

2

Ibid., p. 876-99.
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Figure 1.1: The belt drive unit used for the assembly challenge at the WRS 2018, Source:
Rendering from own assembly drawing, based on the industrial robotics assembly
challenge rulebook (2020), p. 44-69.

1.3 Aim and objectives
The thesis aims to solve three central challenges to successfully perform the
autonomous assembly.
Identify the components and subassemblies that makes up the final
assembly or product.
Derive an assembly plan to assemble the final end product.
Execute the derived plan in a real-world robotic system.

1.3.1 Identify the components and subassemblies
First, the system needs to be able to identify the basic building blocks of the
presented assembly. Every assembly is constituted of components and
subassemblies. The system should be able to geometrically and semantically
understand the constituent components generated by the design engineers in the
form of CAD models. The computer aided model provides knowledge about
shape, size, material properties, functions, and assembly relation of
components with one another.

1.3.2 Derive an assembly plan
Second, the system needs to be able to derive an assembly plan from the
knowledge and descriptions received. Here the system needs to plan on the
abstract as well as the continuous level.
3
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Three different things need to be planned for
• part movements
• tool movements
• the reasoning for the assembly steps to build the product
The assembly task needs to be automatically divided into sub-tasks. Every subtask can either be a basic robotic skill or again subdivided into relatively
complex sub-tasks or a combination of robotic skills. Each step should be based
on combinations of already pre-acquired skills. In the modern flexible
automation systems, these skills are usually acquired through tactile learning
or using complex machine learning algorithms.
The proposed system should be able to reuse and combine these multiple skills
flexibly by referring to the component models and their attached reference
frames. The idea here is to minimize manual intervention by using derived
knowledge of every single components used in the assembly task. The aim is to
have as little information about the final product, intermediate product, or any
assembly sequences as possible from the user.

1.3.3 Execute the derived plan in a real-world robotic system
Third, the proposed system needs to be able to execute the assembly plan in a
real use case autonomously and robustly. This requires that the system can
identify and precisely locate the involved parts and tools using sensor, vision
system and perception system. Moreover, the system needs to complete the
planned skills based on the actual configuration in the environment. To gain
robustness, the robotic system needs follow up capabilities to track the progress
of skills and assembly steps and be able to re-plan assembly steps on the fly.

1.4 Approach and methods
The following part describes the assignment derived from the aims and objectives described in Section 1.3. The definitions already referred to above gives
a very clear picture of what the outcome should be:

4
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Figure 1.2: Approach for the thesis, Source: Own illustration.

• To identify the relevant assembly data to be provided to the robotic
architecture.
• To have a system that will extract and analyse all the necessary data from
the CAD Model.
• To provide the task planner with the input data necessary to complete the
autonomous assembly process.
In the beginning, the theoretical framework for the state of the art manufacturing systems that involves industrial robots is described. The robotic
system must be defined along with its various constituting components.
Literature research about relevant aspects of the autonomous system has been
carried out. The literature research investigates the various researches published
on autonomous assembly system, flexible production, and sequence planning.

5
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The second part of the thesis deals with the method as described in steps 2, 3
and 4 of Figure 1.2. The relevant assembly data gets first identified and
gathered. It is then followed by analysing the data which gets fed into the task
planner. The output of the proposed system is what drives the robot framework.
It always must be taken into consideration how the CAD system interacts with
the software part of the robotic subsystem and describes the interface between
the production and software aspects of the thesis.
The final phase of the thesis deals with the implementation of the collected
data as described in steps 5, 6, 7 and 8 of Figure 1.2. This phase begins with the
development of the reasoning framework. The framework then derives the
necessary assembly plan. The robotic system puts together the assembly or
subassembly using the generated assembly plan.

1.5 Focus
This work focuses on “level 5” automation, the highest degree of automation, to
model a system that autonomously builds an assembly plan to completion. The
idea is to automate the assembly system to becomes an autonomous intelligent
system. The system should be able to derive an assembly plan from a description of the product automatically and execute this assembly plan autonomously.
“Level 5” automation, in comparison to fully pre-programmable automation,
has the advantage of being able to detect product changes or even completely
novel products on its own and can react to change with no or a minimum of
delay time, adaptations or manual labour.

1.6 Limitations
The main limitations for such a system are to include all the use cases that come
under the broad umbrella of all the assembly operations that are performed on
a production line. The scope of this thesis is limited to assembly processes that
involve pick-and-place, insertion, and screwing operations. 3 There are a lot
more use cases like joining, welding, and riveting that have not been considered
in regard to the thesis.

3

Conf. Fujita et al. (2019), p. 1-15.
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In this chapter, the related theoretical framework is presented to attain a more
profound understanding of the subjects related to this thesis.
The theoretical references are divided into three main topics, Industrial Assembly Workflow, Essential elements of Robotics, and Assembly Model Data, which
will be executed throughout this thesis.

2.1 Industrial assembly workflow
Assembly workflow in a production or assembly line should be clearly understood before the system can be converted into an autonomous system. There are
three different kinds of assembly line configurations. 4
• manual assembly line
• collaborative assembly line
• programmable/autonomous assembly line
The manual assembly line constitutes majorly of human assembly workers who
follow an assembly plan to produce a product as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (a). 5
The necessary components needed for each step of the assembly process is
usually provided as a ”kit” which facilitate a more efficient assembly
workflow. 6 The kit can come in a variety of different forms like a bag, a tray,
compartments, or a kitting tray with compartments and part holders. The
kitting trays minimizes the preparation time for the assembly and bring in a
flow to the assembly process.
The collaborative assembly line constitutes a mix of human and collaborative
robots who work together to produce an end product. This kind of an assembly
line is much more efficient in terms of flexibility and dealing with complicated
assembly tasks. 7
Conf. Yokokohji et al., supra note 1, p. 876-99.
Ibid., p. 876-99.
6
Conf. Drigalski et al. (2020), p. 1-17.
7
Conf. Yokokohji et al., supra note 1, p. 876-99
4
5
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The programmable/autonomous assembly line consists of industrial robots that
work together to produce an end product as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (b). 8 In
the current industry scenario, these robots are usually programmed to fit the
product requirement and reprogrammed when there is a product change. In
the thesis, this system is expanded to include complete automation of the
assembly process by the Industrial robots. The autonomous robots handle the
whole assembly workflow from the start of picking individual parts to a
completely assembled product.

Figure 2.1: Comparison of assembly workflow in different production environments. (a) Manual
assembly line. (b) Assembly processes in autonomous assembly system, Source:
Own illustration, based on Yokokohji et al. (2019), p. 880. (modified).

2.1.1 Assembly tasks at the WRS 2018
This section, describes all the different individual tasks associated with the
Assembly challenge at the World Robotic Summit. 9 It has three assembly tasks
with the increasing order of difficulty: a 2D assembly task or task board, a 3D
assembly task, and a 3D assembly task with a flexible assembly. The assembly
challenge is designed in such a way to simulate the typical industrial
workflow in a production environment as discussed in Section 2.1.
8
9

Ibid., p. 876-99.
Conf. WRS (2020), online source [27.09.2020].
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Kitting task
Kitting is defined as the assembly task in which the parts are picked up from
the part bins or component trays and assembled into a kitting tray which
comprises accurate part positions in predefined poses. The assembly kits can
either be used in a manual assembly line or an autonomous assembly process
depending on the use case. A skill-based architecture can be used for placing
parts in an industrial kitting scene. The architecture is capable of accurately
placing objects in confined areas and narrow compartments. 10

Figure 2.2: Kitting tray, Source: Rendering from own assembly drawing, based on the industrial
robotics assembly challenge rulebook (2020), p. 12-14.

The kitting tray shown in Figure 2.2 is used in the WRS challenge and assembled
by a robotic system. The kitting task is used in this case to simulate the ”bin
picking” scenario used in the assembly process.
Assembly task
The Assembly challenge is used to simulate the various 3D assembly operations
performed by the robotic system in an industrial setting. The challenge involves
the complete assembly of a belt drive unit which consists of multiple subassemblies. This belt drive unit is a scaled-down version of a mechatronic
component that is usually used inside various home automation systems,
computer accessories or AC systems. 11 A completely assembled kitting tray is
used as shown in Figure 2.2 as the base and follow the workflow as shown in
Figure 2.1 (b).

10
11

Conf. Polydoros et al. (2016), p. 255–268.
Conf. Drigalski et al., supra note 6, p. 1-17.
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Figure 2.3: The belt drive unit with flexible part, Source: Rendering from own assembly drawing,
based on the industrial robotics assembly challenge rulebook (2020), p. 44-69.

Flexible assembly task
The flexible assembly task is an extension of the assembly task and involves a
more complex subassembly that gets put together. 12 New and different
assembly parts are introduced into the existing system, and the ability of the
robotic system to adapt to the newly introduced part is measured. The
manipulations strategies for the new parts inside the flexible assembly are
completely different from those of the parts that are already known, making it
a “level 5”, automation task. The aim is to achieve zero change over times and
the robotics system must prove its flexibility in switching between new
components and parts.

2.2 Industrial robots and classification
A robot is defined as a device that (a) performs programmed operations or
operates by remote control, (b) senses external conditions and events, and (c)
uses feedback derived from ongoing events and operations to modify its own

12

Conf. Drigalski et al. (2019), p. 1-14.
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actions in accordance with the data it senses. 13 An industrial robot is an automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose manipulator programmable
in three or more axes, which may be either fixed in place or mobile for use in
industrial automation applications. 14
Robots can be classified based on different parameters like Degrees of Freedom,
robotic motion, the type of platform used, power source, application areas or
intelligence. 15 Based on the degrees of freedom industrial robots are classified
into the following four categories.
•
•
•
•

Articulated robots
SCARA robots
Delta robots
Cartesian robots

2.2.1 Articulated robots
An articulated robot has the highest degrees of freedom compared to all the
other robots. They are usually classified by the number of points of rotation or
axes they have. 16

Figure 2.4: Articulated robot, online source [27.09.2020].

The advantages of articulated robots are that they can perform tasks that span
across non-parallel planes. They usually have a more complex kinematics and
Conf. Weik (2001), p. 1499.
Conf. ISO 8373 (2012), online source [27.09.2020].
15
Conf. Poole (2012).
16
Conf. Matt Minner (2019), online source [27.09.2020].
13
14
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a relative higher component mass compared to the other similar robot
categories.
The main application areas of articulated robots are as follows 17
•
•
•
•
•

Pick and place
Assembly
Material removal
Machine tending
Palletizing

2.2.2 SCARA robots
Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm (SCARA) combines inflexible
motion in the vertical plane with compliance or flexible positioning in the
horizontal plane allowing faster part insertions during assembly tasks. 18 These
robots have been specifically designed and built for light applications like pick
and place and small part handling. They can achieve very high cycle times with
high accuracy and can be integrated easily into the assembly lines.

Figure 2.5: Fanuc SR31A SCARA Robot, online source [27.09.2020].

The main application areas of SCARA robots are as follows 19
•
•
•
•
•

Pick and place
Assembly
Packaging
Inspection
Dispensing

Ibid.
Conf. International Federation of Robotics, online source [27.09.2020].
19
Conf. Matt Minner, supra note 16.
17
18
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2.2.3 Delta robots
Delta robots also referred to as parallel robots are usually high-speed pick and
place robots that are usually placed above the working zone. 20 They are
normally used in conjunction with a vision system to pick pieces randomly
placed in complex sorting and packaging applications. The delta robot’s
payload capacity is generally much lower than alternative technologies. Longer
reaches is a limitation for this kind of robots.

Figure 2.6: Parallel kinematic delta robot, online source [27.09.2020]

The main application areas of delta robots are as follows 21
• Pick and place
• Assembly
• Inspection

2.2.4 Cartesian robots
Cartesian robots consist of three linear joints that make sure that the end-effector
of the robot always moves in the Cartesian coordinate. 22 The robotic design
consist of an assembly of linear actuators and sometimes a rotary actuator at the
end of its arm for 3D applications.
Examples of this type of robots are gantry robots or robots that are used for
stacking parts in bins. The attached end effectors in these robots can allow for
rotational movement.

Conf. Festo (2020), online source [27.09.2020].
Conf. Matt Minner, supra note 16.
22
Conf. International Federation of Robotics, supra note 18.
20
21
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Figure 2.7: Three-dimensional gantry robot, online source [27.09.2020]

The main application areas of delta robots are as follows 23
•
•
•
•

Pick and place
Assembly
Inspection
Dispensing

2.3 Essential elements of robotics
In this section, the essential elements of robotics are presented. The definition
of a robotic system is first defined and the different constituent elements that
makes up the robot and the robotic environment is defined.
For the robot to reach its end state it must go through the following sequence:
• Perception
• Decision making
• Action

Figure 2.8: The sequence of steps that a robotic system undergoes to perform an action,
Source: own illustration.

23

Conf. Matt Minner, supra note 16.
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2.3.1 Perception
The perception system of a robotic system is the sensory system that assists the
robot to recognise and identify the surroundings. This can include different kind
of perception systems like cameras, lidar, radar or ultrasound to perceive vision.
Temperature and pressure sensors to perceive touch. The two main types of
perception systems are described below: the vision system and the sensor
system. 24
2.3.1.1 Vision system
The vision system is the part of the robotic system which can detect and identify
the various components or parts, obstacles and all the physical objects that are
placed on the worktable or in the surroundings of a robot. There are different
kinds of vision systems that are available in the market such as 2D cameras,
lidar, radar or other applied sensor systems. 25
In the described case, cameras can be used for object detection, to identify the
position of different parts, or further used to check the positions of the kitting
trays on which the different parts are placed and the orientation of the different
parts inside the kitting tray.
2.3.1.2 Sensors
The robotic system employs different kinds of sensor systems to deal with
different scenarios. For the robot to understand the various uncertainties in the
part placement and grasp misalignments, various feedback sensors are used.
Force-torque sensors are normally used for object insertion tasks. Force sensors
can also assist in identifying parts or ensuring exact positioning.
Sensors provide the robotic system with the necessary information to perform
all the required operations. Sensors provide the robot with information about
the robot’s action (internal sensors) or about the external environment (external
sensors). The robotic system uses two different classes of sensors. The two
categories are as follows:
• Internal state sensor
• External state sensor

24
25

Conf. Udacity (2020), online source [27.09.2020].
Conf. Tajima et al. (2019), p. 1-15.
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Internal sensors
Internal sensors perform internal state sensing in the robotic system. The
sensors notify the robot of the position, velocity, and acceleration of its joints. It
gives the robot the ability to sense where the different parts of the kinematic
chain of the robotic arm are in a spatial system. Robotic systems mainly use
different classes of internal sensors to describe position, velocity, force, and
acceleration. 26
Position measurement
When it comes to position measurements, translational as well as rotational
movements should be measured. There are two main types of movement
sensors that are used when it comes to measuring translational motion. Either
using a linear potentiometer or using a magnetic measurement method.
For measuring the rotational movements, many different devices are available.
For example, an optical encoder can provide incremental or absolute rotational
measurements. 27 A resolver consisting of a movable magnetic coil that rotates
inside several fixed coils is another angular position measurement device.
Velocity measurement
In robotic applications, the speed of the arm movement must be measured. A
tachometer is the most common speed measurement device. Tachometers are
devices that produce an output voltage proportional to their speeds. 28 Hall effect
generators are also used to sense the speed of a rotating shaft.
Force measurement
Force measurement is used to detect the amount of load on a robotic arm. The
weight of the object on a robot’s arm can help determine the potential overload
condition on the robot. Strain gauges are widely used devices for internal force
sensing applications. 29
Accelerometers
Acceleration can be calculated by measuring the change of speed over a given
period of time. Strain gauges can be used to measure the force created by the
Poole, supra note 15.
Conf. Kojima et al. (2004), p. 493-98.
28
Conf. Yoshikawa (1990).
29
Poole, supra note 15.
26
27
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acceleration of a known mass. It is calculated using newtons law of motion.
Accelerometers can be used as joint position sensors in robotic manipulators.
External sensors
External sensors provide the robot with the necessary information about the
surroundings of a robotic environment and information about the object that is
to be manipulated. External sensors vary from contact sensors to sensors
measuring temperature and movements. 30
Pressure transducers
Pressure transducers detect the external pressure or force on an object. Pressure
transducers can be used to deduce the shape and orientation of an object. The
pressure transducers help in determining the amount of force required to close
the grippers to hold an object in place.
There are mainly three types of sensors available to measure the pressure
exerted by an end effector on an object: conductive elastomer sensors, optical
sensors, and silicon strain gauges. There are also other types of pressure sensing
devices like carbon fibres, conductive rubber, and elastomer sheets. 31
Motion detection
Motion detection or slip sensing devices detect the movement of objects due to
gravity or some other external force. The motion detectors use feedback loops
to tighten the gripper if slippage occurs. 32
2.3.1.3 Progression of sensor data
There has been a significant change in the calculation of the relevant data from
the sensor system. The transmission of raw sensor data has been complemented
with the use of on-line programming where the position, orientation and other
data are calculated and collected with the assistance of a teach pendant and by
using collaborative robots. These robots can learn by using a human assistant
who can teach each step of the program which can be later executed as a single
program.

Ibid.
Conf. Almassri et al. (2015).
32
Poole, supra note 15.
30
31
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2.3.2 Decision making
The robotic system takes the inputs that are derived from the perception system
and its internal state and then comes up with a decision to accomplish the given
task. The software framework of the robotic system is responsible for the
decision-making process. 33
Software framework
The software system enables the robotic system to become autonomous. The
Robotic Operating System (ROS) is a set of tools and libraries that can act as
base for writing various robotic software. 34 To organise robotic knowledge and
behaviour, a skill-based platform SkiROS, was developed on top of ROS.35 Skill
based assembly planning is based on primitives or tasks, that are a sequence of
skills that are integrated into the robot control platform.
Robotic motion planners on the other hand help in generating the robotic motion
of the arms to perform various skills or assembly tasks. 36 But in the case of an
autonomous assembly system, the robot must plan the trajectories and path
motion by itself.
The decision-making process in an assembly robot can range from simple decision trees to complex neural networks. The difference between a decision tree
and a neural network is described below.
Decision tree
A Decision Tree is a directed tree that represents a list of nested yes-no statements that are used to derive decisions. 37 Each node in the decision tree can
describe decisions, conclusions, or actions to be carried out.
Figure 2.5 shows a decision tree executing a task. The tree is generally traversed
in a top-down manner.

Conf. Udacity, supra note 24.
Conf. Schlette et al. (2019), p. 1-17.
35
Conf. Rovida et al. (2017), 121–160-121–160.
36
Conf. Wang, Harada & Wan (2020), p. 1079-93.
37
Conf. Colledanchise & Ögren (2018).
33
34
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Figure 2.9: Example of a Decision Tree executing a generic robotic task, Source: Colledanchise
& Ogren (2018), p. 36

In the context of the Master Thesis, a decision tree is used to analyse the parent
child relationship between every single component inside the given assembly.
The relationship constraints between different individual parts are used as the
base to build up the parent-child relationship and the assembly plan.
Neural network
Neural networks are mathematical models that use learning algorithms or a
network of functions to understand and translate a data input of one form into
the desired output, usually in another form. 38

38

Conf. Keijsers (2010), p. 257-59.
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Figure 2.10: Structure of a neural network, Source: Eda Kavlakoglu (2020), online source
[27.05.2020]

Most neural networks tend to flow in the forward direction as shown in Figure
2.6. The model flows from the input layer to the output layer passing through
the hidden layer.

2.3.3 Action
The action is the end goal of the robotic system and it takes input from the
perception system first. Then it uses the decision tree to arrive at a possible
solution and finally pass on the requirement to perform the required action. 39
For the robotic system to perform the various required actions, the following
tools and manipulators are used.
Robotic manipulators
The most important component when it comes to the assembly system is the
robotic manipulators. 40 They are mounted in an assembly line on either side and
usually rests on vibration resistant structures. In the context of the thesis, the
39
40

Conf. Udacity, supra note 24.
Conf. Tennomi et al. (2020), p. 1-15.
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system can scale to include different types of standard manipulator arms.
Screwing tools
The screwing tool is used to pick and place screws and fasten them with the
required torque. The screwing makes up an important part of the assembly
process and hence a really important element of the system. Different methods
can be employed to perform a screwing operation; like grabbing a screw bit
using a self-centering gripper, using the gripping mechanism to hold them in
place or use a dedicated screwing tool. 41
Tool changers
Tool changers consist of different categories of end effectors that can either be
grippers or tools. Grippers themselves can be of different categories like
a
parallel gripper, three-fingered grippers, mechanical joints, suction cups or
other pneumatic grippers. Grippers usually have a force sensor inside them
which helps them to measure the various forces encountered while executing
various skills.
In conventional assembly lines, jigs and fixtures were used for centering or
aligning parts, but in case of autonomous assembly, we try to minimize their
use so that zero change over time is possible without using any additional
elements in the system.

2.4 Current approaches in robotic programming
This section describes the existing systems as well as the state-of-the-art systems
in current robot programming. To propose possible improvements to the
robotic system we need to first analyse and classify the existing programming
approaches. The three most common approaches are classified below:
• Off-line programming
• On-line programming
• Digital twins

41

Conf. Nie et al. (2020), p. 1-22.
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Off-line programming of an industrial robot for manufacturing
Off-line programming is defined as the robot programming in which the
mechanical robot and other robotic systems are not engaged during
programming. 42 The programming is usually performed on a dedicated computer. The main advantage of off-line programming is that the robotic operations
can be simulated even before the robotic system is built.

Figure 2.11: Automated robotic system architecture, Source: Mitsi (2005), online source
[27.05.2020]

An off-line robotic system that generates the NC-code for a given
manufacturing process is illustrated in Figure 2.11. 43 The off-line programming
system consists of a graphical simulation of the robot and its environment, a
kinematic model of the robot and path planning which generates the Numerical
Control code for the manufacturing process. The robotic behaviour can be
simulated using the method described above eliminating various planning
problems like the collision, limits, timings, etc.

42
43

Conf. Nilsson (1996), p. 21-45.
Conf. Mitsi et al. (2005), p. 262-67.
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On-line programming of an industrial robot for manufacturing
On-line programming is defined as the robot programming in which the
mechanical robot is engaged during programming. In case of on-line
programming the teach pendant is used to move the end effector to the required
position and orientation. Each step of the programming task is repeated using
this method to record a sequentially written robot program. 44
One of the main advantages of online programming is simplicity. But complex
motion along well-defined mathematical paths like turbine blades or aircraft
wings are hard to achieve using on-line programming.
Digital twins
A digital twin is defined as the digital counterpart of a physical robotic system
that can mirror all the actions performed by the physical system. The digital
simulation can mirror the real-time operating conditions of a physical system. 45

Figure 2.12: Digital twin framework of a human robot work cell: Malik & Bilberg (2018), online
source [27.05.2020]

Figure 2.12 shows an example of a digital twin framework of a human
robot work cell. The virtual model in the digital twin is build based on four
different layers i.e, geometric layer comprising of the 3D CAD objects, the
position and placement of the 3D objects in the modelled workspace, the
interaction of the objects and the robotic system including physics and
kinematics and finally the assembly sequence process.
44
45

Nilsson, supra note 42.
Conf. Malik & Bilberg (2018), p. 278-85.
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An integrated programming approach
To include all complex use cases and ensure a flexible robotic manufacturing
system, the best approach is to use a combination of all three programming
methodologies. The robotic control system should be built to support
autonomous assembly planning. A dedicated planning algorithm should also
be written to ensure sequential assembly planning.

2.5 Assembly model data
A mechanical assembly is built up of modules that are either parts or subassemblies. A traditional assembly model comprises of information regarding parts,
their relationships and various material properties.
The Computer Aided Design data of the assembly is the input that is necessary
to automatically generate the assembly sequence to perform the autonomous
assembly process. The design data contains the knowledge base about all the
different attributes of an assembly.
The main goal of the thesis is to develop a system that can enable model change on
the fly.46 The developed system should efficiently extract all the available assembly
model data to build the reasoning mechanism and the assembly planner. A flexible
skill-based robotic system can be used to achieve the required autonomy. The
skill-based robotic system should also be able to plan for flexible re-assembly. 47
An alternative approach to the re-assembly framework is the use of a disassembly sequence planning framework. A hierarchical approach is used for achieving the disassembly sequence planning. 48 The subassemblies are identified
using a method that is based on collision information.

2.6 Simplification
One of the major simplifications that were made was the vision system. In our
system structure, the scope of the vision system was too large. The vision system
was simulated to a near-perfect perception system that can detect all parts at 100%
accuracy. The robotic system is also simulated in a simulation environment instead
of using the hardware manipulators for the assembly process. All parts for the
assembly were also modelled inside the CAD system including three non-standard
parts.
Conf. Soetebier et al. (2008), p. 341-46.
Conf. Gilday, Hughes & Iida (2018), p. 1-9.
48
Conf. Ebinger et al. (2018), p. 3548-55.
46
47
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2.7 Theoretical framework summary
This section summarizes the theoretical framework behind the thesis. Firstly, the
different types of assembly lines and the production workflow necessary to
complete the assembly of the belt drive unit are defined. The different sequence of
assembly tasks that must be followed are then described. Finally, the system
architecture is defined along with the necessary simplifications.
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The project methodology consists of three phases: the execution phase,
implementation and validation and the case studies.
Phase one is the execution phase, which consists of the conceptual model, the
assembly sequence planner, and system implementation. In phase two the
developed model that is presented is validated and verified on the WRS 2018 belt
drive unit. And in phase three the proposed model is tested to include as many
different use cases as possible.

3.1 Conceptual model
The geometrical product specifications of any product are usually generated
using a Computer Aided Design tool. This design is usually produced by the
Engineering or design team of a company and later shared across to manufacturing. An overview of the Robot architecture is represented in Figure 4.1. The
grey dotted squares represent the CAD node and the Robot node whereas the
yellow rectangles represent the various plug-ins.
To make autonomous planning possible, the generated CAD product data needs
to be fed into the task manager. The CAD system contains two different levels
of information, Geometric Entities which represents the actual 3D model of the
product or assembly and Geometric Constraints which represents the
relationships between the different components of the product. The task
manager is responsible for taking the generated CAD data that is described
above and generate the assembly plan. It then dispatches the assembly plan to
the skill manager which executes the various hardware-based primitives
(grasping, placing, driving etc.) and skills (pick, locate
etc.).
The scope of this thesis focuses on the CAD node represented in the Figure
3.1. The primary goal is to generate suitable output that must be inputted into
the robot node. For developing the conceptual model of the autonomous
assembly system, we start by analysing the literature review to find the most
suitable research direction.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of Robotic architecture, Source: Based on Koubaa (2017), p. 128. (modified)

3.1.1 Data types in the robotic world
Robot knowledge can be subdivided into three main domains as follows:
• continuous
• discrete
• semantic
Continuous data are those data that are directly obtained from the sensor systems.
The continuous data that is obtained is used to compute and describe the other
aspects of the environment and it’s called discrete data. And semantic data is the
abstract data that qualitatively describes certain aspects of the environment. 49

49

Conf. Koubaa (2017), p. 127-131.
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The world model shown in Figure 4.1 stores the semantic data. The world model
is the knowledge base where all the relevant data is stored. It supports the skill
manager, logic planner and the other sub-systems and any relevant data that
needs to be passed on is provided to these systems.
The world model stores all the relevant information in OWL standard. 50 The
OWL format can include geometric constraints between multiple objects. It can
then perform constraint-based robotic tasks based on the saved geometric
constraints 51. The OWL ontology files are based on the XML syntax and can be
easily shared, altered and extracted.

3.1.2 Selection of a suitable CAD system for data extraction
To represent the geometric models of the assembly, two main mathematical
models based on a neutral format can be considered; STEP and IGES. STEP
has been developed by the International Organization for Standardization as
ISO 10303-21, whereas IGES was defined by the United States National Bureau
of Standards as NBSIR 80- 1978.
Even though STEP and IGES formats are neutral file systems, they lack the
flexibility to associate easily with various other sources of knowledge. Zha and
Du used STEP to construct feature-based models, but it required prior
knowledge of assembly relations. This information can only be exported using
proprietary CAD data formats and gets lost when they are exported as STEP or
IGES 52. Therefore, it was concluded that a proprietary CAD system will be the
most suitable for our use case.
Since there was no possibility to use one of the neutral file formats, the next
possible alternative would be to use proprietary CAD systems. For the thesis,
six different parametric modelling software’s were considered. These systems
are Autodesk Inventor53, Solidworks 54, CATiA55, NX 56, Solidedge 57 and Creo 58.
The basic constraints like Mate/Align, Tangent, Angle Offset and Distance
Offset are common among the various systems.

Conf. Garcıa (2010).
Conf. Perzylo et al. (92015), p. 4197-203.
52
Conf. Zha & Du (2002), p. 1087-110.
53
Conf. Autodesk, online source [27.09.2020]
54
Conf. Systèmes, online source [27.09.2020].
55
Conf. Systèmes, online source [27.09.2020].
56
Conf. Inc., S. P. L. M. S. Inc., online source [27.09.2020].
57
Conf. Inc, S. P. L. M. S. Inc., online source [27.09.2020].
58
Conf. PTC Corporation, online source[27.09.2020]
50
51
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After analysing all relevant data Autodesk Inventor was selected as the chosen
CAD system to build the planning system on. One of the main reasons for
choosing Autodesk Inventor was the availability of structured documentation
regarding the Application Programming Interface (API) system. Most CAD
systems have poor support for the development and there were hardly any
resources available in this direction to further develop a planning system.
Autodesk Inventor has a better support and knowledge base and hence was
chosen as the desired CAD system.

3.1.3 Object models in Inventor

Figure 3.2: Object model in Autodesk Inventor, Source: Autodesk® Inventor® API Object Model
reference document, online source [12.09.2020].

The object model is defined as a hierarchical diagram that illustrates the relationships between all the different objects that are defined inside Autodesk
Inventor.59 Objects can be defined as the features that are used inside the various
application environment to define and manipulate the design of the drawing,
or the part or an assembly. For example, a revolve feature that we use inside the
part environment can be defined as a programming object. Therefore, to
implement our planning system and to collect the relevant data, we use the
object model to extract the relevant information from a given assembly. The
following are the relevant information that needs to be extracted to complete the
assembly plan.
1. Constraints.
2. Joints
3. Component references

59

4. Component identity
5. Pose and orientation
6. Bounding box for each component

Conf. Autodesk Inventor, online source [27.09.2020].
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3.2 Data representation in CAD systems
The following section describes the models that are used for data representation
inside a CAD system. The mathematical model necessary to describe the geometric data is first introduced. The various topological and geometric entities
are then defined. Finally, the geometric constraints that relate to each individual
part and subassemblies are defined.

3.2.1 Boundary representation

Figure 3.3: Overview of the BREP structure. Topological entities- blue, and geometric entitiesred. Source: Based on Perzylo et al. (2015), p. 4197-203

A Boundary Representation (BREP) is a mathematical model that is used to
represent primitive geometric components like points, curves and surfaces. 60
Figure 3.3 describes how the data model is represented. The data model is built
as topological entities which are displayed in blue and geometric entities which are
displayed in red. The numerical data representing the model is held by the
geometric entities and the topological entities associate them and organise them in
a hierarchy. The topological entities and geometric entities are described in
detail below.

60

Conf. Perzylo et al., supra note 51, p. 4197-203.
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3.2.2 BREP topological entities
The topological entities represented by the BREP standard are classified into
eight types:
•
•
•
•

vertex
edge
wire
face

•
•
•
•

shell
solid
compsolid
compound

Figure 3.4: Taxonomy of BREP Topological entities, Source: Based on Perzylo et al. (2015), p.
4197-203

A point is used to depict a vertex. Similarly, a curve is depicted using an edge
that is defined by two vertices. A set of adjoining edges makes up a wire. A
closed wire defined by a surface represents a face and a set of adjacent faces
makes up a shell. A solid is defined when the faces of a shell form a closed body.
When the solids share adjoining faces, they can be further categorised into
compsolids. 61

3.2.3 BREP geometric entities
The geometric entities are the next level of topological entities. They are made
up of three different kinds of entities, which are points that represents a 0dimensional geometry, curves that represents a 1- dimensional geometry and
surfaces that represent a 2- dimensional geometry.
The curves can be further classified into unbounded curves and bounded curves
as shown in Figure 3.5. The types of bounded and unbounded curves are
given below.
• Bounded curves: Bezier curves, bspline curves, circles, or ellipses.
• Unbounded curves: lines, parabolas or hyperbolas.
61

Conf. Perzylo et al. (2015), p. 4197-203.
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Figure 3.5: Taxonomy of geometric entities, Source: Based on Perzylo et al. (2015), p. 4197-203

When curves are extruded surfaces are formed. Similar to a curve, a surface can
be made up of either an unbounded surface or a bounded curve as shown in
Figure 3.5. The types of bounded and unbounded surfaces are given below.
• Bounded surfaces: B-spline surfaces, bezier surfaces, spheres, toruses
• Unbounded surfaces: Planes, cones, cylindrical surfaces
As discussed in Section 3.1.2 the neutral file formats are unable to associate
additional information as described by the semantic data model. To overcome
the challenge, it was decided to use Autodesk Inventor to describe the
additional data. The geometric constraints must be first defined to do so. The
geometric constraints are component relationships that are defined between
different geometric entities like points, curves, and surfaces of the individual
parts.
When a geometric constraint is defined, it always connects two or more different
geometric entities. There are two different types of geometric entities that need
to be defined when a constraint is defined: a parent entity with a defined pose
and a constrained or child entity whose pose depends on the parent entity and
the constraint itself. Two examples are described below to explain the constraint
formulation.
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Figure 3.6: Geometric constraints in an assembly task, Source: Based on Perzylo et al. (2015), p.
4197-203

• Cylinder-Cylinder Concentricity Constraint: The precondition for this
constraint to exist is the presence of two cylindrical entities. In this case, if
we consider part (a) as the parent component and part (b) as the child, the
axis of the constrained geometry needs to align with the axis of the base
geometry to form a cylinder-cylinder concentricity constraint.
• Plane-Plane Coincidence Constraint: The precondition for this constraint
to exist is the presence of two planar entities. In this case, the distance and
the rotation of the constrained geometry along the normal vector of the
base geometry need to be constrained. 62

3.2.4 Task specification based on geometric constraints
The relationship constraints defined between the parent and child components
can be used to define a robotic task. We can use this data to calculate the
assembly pose and orientation. All the necessary geometric constraints need to
be described inside the CAD model, to enable smooth manipulation of the
objects by the industrial robot.

62

Conf. Perzylo et al. (2015), p. 4197-203
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The proposed conceptual model aims to correctly identify the constrains and
provide the task planner with the necessary data contained in the BREP
topological description of the CAD model that is connected by the constraints.
This data is necessary for the autonomous assembly planning.

3.2.5 Constraint-based robot control
The assembly plan that is created based on the geometric constraints are then
combined with the description of the robotic environment and the robotic
system including the various manipulation tools and devices. 63 The work cell
should also be defined which defines all the related exterior elements like the
sensor system, kitting scene, robots, and the workbench layout.
The geometric constraints of the CAD model are analysed to generate the task
specification. The robot’s poses are then deducted from the task’s geometric
constraints. Each task instance is thus linked to a particular constraint or a
group of constraint which is used to optimize the robots motion or the assembly
plan without interfering with the given constraints.

3.3 Assembly sequence planner
The assembly sequence planner is the reasoner that is used to automate the
assembly process in the autonomous assembly. To plan for the assembly, the reasoner needs to collect all the data mentioned in the section above to successfully
reason between the parts to derive an optimal plan. This section talks about the
three main constituting elements of the assembly planning mechanism. They
are as given below:
• Assembly relationship matrix
• Assembly sequence planner
• Assembly sequence generation

63

Conf. Perzylo et al. (2015), p. 4197-203.
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ITEM
1

PARTS LIST
QTY
PART NUMBER
Crank Arm 150mm Di
Crank Lock Ring
Crank Nut
Crank Bolt
Piston - 75mm Bore-Beta
Piston Lock Pin
Compression Ring
Wiper Ring
Oil Ring

Figure 3.7: Example assembly of an 11 component connecting rod, Source: Own rendering
based on Ou & Xu (2013), p. 1053-67. (modified)

3.3.1 Assembly relationship matrix

Figure 3.8: Assembly relationship matrix, Source: Based on Ou & Xu (2013), p. 1053-67.
(modified)

The assembly relationship matrix is a square matrix that is defined by the
number of parts of an assembly. The relationships between two different parts
are represented by a numerical value. There can be multiple assembly constraint
existing between two components.
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The value “0” represents that the two parts do not have an existing constraint
between them. A value of “1” represents that there is one existing relationship
between the two parts. And finally, a value “>1” indicates that there exist
multiple constraints between the parts. 64
The matrix shown above represents an assembly relationship matrix. An
example of a piston rod as shown in Figure 3.7 is used to explain the assembly
relation matrix. The assembly consists of 11 components as shown in Table
3.1. An 11x11 matrix is formed between each part of the assembly and a
value of 1 is populated in all the cells where there exist a relationship between
another component. The diagonal elements of the matrix are always going to
be zeros. Once the matrix is generated it is easy to identify which component
is related to which another component.
Table 3.1: Component list for the piston and connecting rod assembly

Component No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Component Name
Crank Arm 150mm Di
Crank Lock Ring
Crank Nut A
Crank Nut B
Crank Bolt A
Crank Bolt B
Piston- 75mm Bore-Beta
Piston Lock Pin
Compression Ring
Wiper Ring
Oil Ring

3.3.2 Assembly sequence planner
To generate an assembly sequence plan, we use a relationship reasoning
mechanism as shown in Figure 3.8. The reasoning mechanism determines the
order in which parts must be placed on top of each other or in other words the
degree at which each part can be assembled between components. For example,
if we consider a bolt with a few washers of variable thickness and each of the
washer must be placed in a particular order. In this case, the relationship
reasoning mechanism identifies each component individually by using its
component identity details and they are reasoned on their assemblability using
the offset parameter. Each part is placed from the parent object at varying offsets
64

Conf. Ou & Xu (2013), p. 1053-67.
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Figure 3.8: Assembly sequence planning mechanism, Source: Own rendering based on Ou &
Xu (2013), p. 1053-67 (modified).

and this offset is used to identify the order in which every single washer has to
be assembled.
The sequence flow of Figure 3.8 is as follows. The components or parts in an
assembly is classified into two types, grounded component or a fixed
component and a standard component. Classification of the components help
in the analysis of the base component for the decision-making mechanism. The
grounded component is used as the base of the tree and every other part are
built on top of it. The offset act as the user-defined relationship and aids in
building the order in which multiple child’s has to be placed into a single parent
component. The constraint type is then identified which is used to determine the
type of mechanism the components form with each other and help determine
the motion axis. The constraints between the parent and the child part are used
to determine the feasibility and of the assembly sequence. 65

65

Ibid., p. 1053-67.
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3.4 Assembly graph
The assembly graph is generated as a decision tree as described in Section 2.1.3.
The assembly graph consists of nodes that identify every individual component
and a direction that represents the child of the parent component. The relation
between the two components is identified and represented on the graph. The
Figure 3.9 shows an example assembly graph of a clutch plate assembly.

Figure 3.9: Assembly graph based on a clutch plate assembly, Source: Generated using
the Inventor assembly exporter.

3.4.1 Assembly sequence generation

Figure 3.10: Constraint relations assembly sequence planning algorithm, Source: Based on Ou
& Xu (2013), p. 1053-67. (modified)

The assembly sequence is generated based on the flowchart as shown in Figure
3.10. The first step in the process is to identify the grounded component. The
generation process starts when the first component is selected which is adjacent
to the grounded component. The presence of a relationship between the two
selected components are checked and then the type of joint or constraint
between them is identified. Then the algorithm checks for interference between
the two parts and this process is continued until all components have been
assigned.
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3.5 Data exchange framework

Figure 3.11: Inventor Application Programming Interface, Source: Inventor API User’s Manual,
online source [27.09.2020].

The proposed system uses the Autodesk Inventor API to provide functions for
analysing and collecting the various data that is associated with the defined
assembly. The assembly relationship information can be automatically
extracted from the Assembly model using the Inventor API. 66
The framework is developed as a standalone application and connects to
Autodesk Inventor. The procedures are developed using C# and the Application
Programming Interface (API) is used to manage the information that is present in
the assembly model of the CAD system. Even though we have developed this
framework for Autodesk Inventor, it can be further developed for any standard
CAD system using the same procedure. Figure 3.12 shows the developed
standalone application that is used to generate the assembly graph and extract
all the relevant data sets for the task planner.

3.6 System implementation
Once the assembly plan is generated as explained in Section 3.4.1 the primitives
or the skills are executed. The skills or the primitives are all the necessary

66

Conf. Autodesk Inventor, supra note 59.
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Figure 3.12: Inventor assembly exporter, Source: Based on the developed data exporter.

actions that the manipulators perform to sequentially build up the assembly.
The methodology explained in section 3.1 can be expanded to work with
any CAD packages available on the market. In our particular use case, we
have developed the system to work with Autodesk Inventor. It needs to be
pointed out that, in order for the system to work with other CAD packages
necessary modifications needs to be made and the functions and the API that
is needed for the other CAD software systems will vary depending on the type of
application that is being used. The system utilizes the Autodesk Inventor API to
provide the necessary functions for collecting and analyzing the assembly
components automatically.
In order to validate the developed assembly sequence generation algorithm, we
first analyse the WRS Belt drive assembly followed by four use cases as described
below
•
•
•
•

Use case I: Box world
Use Case II: Toggle switch
Use Case III: Perfume bottle
Use Case IV: Clutch assembly

All the assembly models were created in Autodesk Inventor with some of the
standard parts being downloaded from the vendor websites. To preserve
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original modelling features and the design intent, all the files are saved in native
inventor file format (.ipt, .iam).
To successfully build the assembly, the following conditions must be followed
by the designer who builds the assembly so that the sequence planner does not
fail. Without following these rules, the planner is bound to fail and these are the
core elements to ensure successful generation of the plan. The conditions have
been defined as the “Rules to follow to ensure the successful generation of
assembly plan”.
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Rules to follow to ensure successful generation of the assembly plan
1. Parent-child order.
2. Always keep in mind that the child is selected first when building
the constraints.
3. The Assembly has to be placed to the positive X, Y and Z quadrant.
4. The first piece in the tree must be a grounded object.
5. In terms of relations we only allow Joints of type Rigids and Rotational.
6. Rigids are used to represent the screwing relations inside the assembly.
7. Rigid joints that are used for non-screwing parts should be appended
with NS in the end.
8. Parts/Subassemblies that already comes preassembled (or contains
a pre satisfied relation) has also to be represented by appending the
relation names with a PRESAT (if the relation needs to be changed).
9. The screwing relation always goes between the screw and the part to
which the screw is connected (not to the part which is adjacent to or
in between the screw and the parent) and this relation is represented
using the offset distance between the part and the screw.
10. Bottom-up Assembly approach. (used mainly because we use a lot
of pre-assembled or pre-designed standard parts and subassemblies.
11. Every part that is placed in the assembly must be placed taking into
consideration how the part is grabbed from the kitting tray.
(meaning the direction always pointing in the opposite direction
from where the part is placed.
12. GRABPOSE is given by the part file and always coincides with the
origin of the part file.
13. The coordinate system in the kitting tray for the parts should also (Zaxis) point opposite to the direction from where the part is grabbed.
14. Origin is always below the kitting tray.
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Figure 4.1: Assembly diagram with parts list for WRS 2018 belt drive unit, Source: Rendering
from own assembly drawing, based on the industrial robotics assembly challenge
rulebook (2020), p.44-69

The main goal of this chapter is to verify the methodology described in the
previous chapter and to arrive at a conclusion if the proposed framework is
ideal. The belt drive unit is used as an example to test the method. The belt drive
unit along with the flexible assembly provides enough corner cases to include
a broad spectrum of general assembly use cases in the industry.
The main features of this sub-assembly are listed below.
• The subassemblies consist of around 20 parts.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The presence of flexible parts.
A major number of parts in the belt drive unit have high tolerances.
Standard parts like set screw, nuts and washers.
Simultaneous manipulation of multiple robotic arms.
Vertical and horizontal assembly.
When M6 nut and M6 bolt needs to be assembled; one part should be held
by the robotic arm and the other screwed simultaneously. The robotic arm
also has to approach horizontally in this case.
• The setscrews are pre screwed into the pulley and connects the pulley to
the motor shaft.
• The shaft is fastened by using M4 bolt (Part #13) and the end cap (Part
#15). For the subassembly to be successfully completed the end cap is
placed on the shaft end and fastened with the M4 bolt.

4.1 Problem definition
The problem aims at autonomously assembling the belt drive unit which consists
of 23 parts along with a final flexible part which is an elastic rubber band.
The assembly task is the most challenging task out of all the different tasks
inside the Industrial Robotics Category. It requires multiple part reorientations
and there are multiple insertion directions which make the assembly quite
complex and challenging.
Table 4.1: Assembly operations or skills required to finish the assembly process

hole-on-peg
peg-in-hole
tightening
fit-on-shaft
ring through shaft

screwing
inserting
belt hooking
screwing into a tapped hole
fastening of a nut into a bolt

The following different assembly operations as shown in Table 4.1 are identified
to complete the belt drive assembly.
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4.2 Requirements list
This section lists the set of requirements that is to be satisfied to fulfil complete
working of the developed model.
• All the individual components in the assembly should be first identified.
• The number of assembly relations between different components should
be identified.
• Based on the identified relationship and part offsets the assembly graph
should be generated.
• The generated assembly graph is used to derive the assembly plan.
• The assembly plan is passed on to the skill manager which acts on the
plan and produces the required final assembly.
Table 4.2: Parts list for WRS2020 Assembly Task, Source: Based on the industrial robotics
assembly challenge rulebook (2020), p.69

4.3 Assembly components
The Assembly challenge at the WRS 2018 consists of 23 different components
or parts that are used in varying numbers to build up the assembly.
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There are three non-standard components inside the assembly constituting the
base plate and two other mounting plates. Apart from these three parts, all the
other parts are standard parts that are mass manufactured. All the standard
parts are available online at misumi all around the world. 67 The standard parts
include common assembly components like bolts, screws/nuts, spacers, pulleys,
end caps and other parts like belt drive unit, pulleys, flexible cables, bearings
with housings and motor.

4.4 Subassembly components

Figure 4.2: The three subassembly components in the assembly task, Source: Rendering from
own assembly drawing, based on the industrial robotics assembly challenge rulebook
(2020), p.44-69

There are three main sub-assemblies that are assembled on the main assembly.
It includes tasks that contain assembly subtasks and disassembly subtasks. The
three main subassemblies are shown in Figure 4.2. It consists of a gearmotor
subassembly as shown in Figure 4.2 (a), an idler subassembly for the flexible
belt as shown in 4.2 (b), and the main pulley subassembly as shown in 4.2 (c).

4.5 Kitting scene
The part orientations and grab positions have been simplified by the use of a
kitting tray as shown in Figure 4.3. A few of the parts had additional supports
and fixtures that had been added in place to ensure that the manipulator grabs
the parts in the right orientation.

67

Conf. Misumi, online source [27.09.2020]
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Figure 4.3: Kitting tray with components for the belt drive unit, Source: Rendering from own
assembly drawing, based on the industrial robotics assembly challenge rulebook
(2020), p.12-14

The initial picking task is neglected in this assembly and the process starts
directly at the kitting tray for simplification. This is done to avoid bin picking
and the complications involved with the picking of the different parts.

4.6 Data set
The data set consists of the necessary data points that have to be extracted from
the CAD assembly model. It consists of data’s like the component identity details
that help identify each individual component to various assembly relationships, poses and orientation, and component initial positions. The relevant data
necessary for the task planner are described in detail below.
Component identity details
The component identity details are the placeholder for determining what kind
of a part is used and is usually identified with a unique ID. The component ID
is unique and is used to differentiate between similar parts that are used
throughout the assembly.
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Figure 4.4: Assembly constraints in Autodesk Inventor, Source: Autodesk® Inventor

Constraints
Assembly constraints are used to limit the degrees of freedom of a component
in the assembly environment. 68 There are two different kinds of relationships
when it comes to constraints in Autodesk Inventor. The basic type of constraint
used defines how the child component interact with its parent component along
with the direction in which both the components lie with respect to each other.
The basic constraint elements constitute constraint types mate, angle, tangent,
insert and symmetry.
Types of joints
The second type of constraints are mechanism constraints that defines the kinematic relationship between the components. The number of Degree of Freedom
(DoF) the component has is defined along with the possible directions in which
the part can move. When all the degrees of freedom are arrested, we end up
with a rigid joint. The rigid functions pass on the information to the assembly
that this part has no mechanical functions. All the rest of the constraints can
have their degrees of freedom varying from 1 to 6.
68

Conf. Autodesk, supra note 53.
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Figure 4.5: Assembly joints in Autodesk Inventor, Source: Autodesk® Inventor

The kinematic constraints in Autodesk Inventor constitute rigid, rotational,
slider, cylindrical, planar and ball joints. 69
Component references
When an assembly relationship is defined between two parts, the child and
parent parts each reference component geometries to create the required constraint. The type of constraint along with the component references are used to
determine the assembly direction. For example, an assembly consisting of a peg
and hole represented by parts A and B, where A is inserted into B, the references
used are the outer diameter of A and the inner diameter of B. The type of fit
between the two parts can be easily determined by analysing the component
geometries or features. Other useful information can also be derived like offset
date to determine if there is direct contact between two components or
interferences.
Component initial positions
To determine the spatial constraints the initial position of the component with
respect to the coordinate system is used. The initial position is determined by
the designer when he places the component inside the assembly. There are two
frames of references when it comes to the position data. A global position is
defined for each individual component with respect to the assembly as a whole.
There is also a relative position of components that are defined with respect to
one another.
69

Ibid.
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Pose and orientation
Pose and orientation are the two main elements that represent an object in 3d
space inside a CAD workspace. A coordinate system is used to define the
position and orientation of an object in space. In the case of Inventor workspace
the position of the coordinate system is represented by (x, y, z). The orientation
of the object on the other hand is defined by specifying the direction of the x, y
and z axes. The inventor framework uses a rectangular coordinate system.
Vector objects
A vector is the most convenient way to specify a magnitude and direction in a
CAD system. It mainly consists of three values: x, y and z components. The
three values here represent the three coordinates and is usually given by a
matrix (x, y, z). A 2d vector is represented by x and y components. The most
common use of a vector is to define the movement of an object.
Whenever a vector is used to express the direction alone, then we use a Unit
vector whose magnitude is always 1. In our implementation, we use the unit
vector in several cases in order to identify the orientation information of the
components. For example, imagine a cone whose axis vector returns a unit
vector object. This vector defines the direction of the axis of the cylinder.
Bounding box from an object
The bounding box of a part or a component is represented by the three values
x, y and z. It is the overall length(x), width(y) and height(z) value of a part or an
assembly file. The bounding box value is relevant in our case because it is used
to calculate the collisions between individual parts and the point at which the
object has to be grabbed.
Parent and child relationship
The assembly environment is represented using a parent-child relationship. This
parent-child relationship is used to build the relationship node diagram and it
always follows a tree structure. In order to generate a successful assembly plan,
the assembly should be built by following the rules specified in Section 3.6.
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Assembly snapshots

Figure 4.6: Belt drive unit assembly snapshots (a) Configuration 1 (b) Configuration 2,
Source: Rendering from own assembly drawing, based on the industrial robotics
assembly challenge rulebook (2020), p.44-69

As discussed in the introduction of this section, this task requires assembly and
disassembly to successfully complete the whole assembly process. We achieved
this by using snapshots, where two product configurations are saved, and two
different assembly plans are generated for the different instances. Later they are
executed to fully assemble the belt drive unit. The Figure 4.6 shows the two
snapshots that were required to move the sub-assembly from the top position
to the bottom position.
Flexible assembly

Figure 4.7: The belt drive unit used for the assembly challenge with the flexible part, Source:
Rendering from own assembly drawing, based on the industrial robotics assembly
challenge rulebook (2020), p.44-69

The most challenging part of the assembly is to put together the rubber ring
which is the last step of the assembly. Since it required a special gripper and
additional setup, it was decided to add it to the future expansion of the project.
The important thing to note in the case of the flexible rubber band is that the
subassembly that is located in the middle of the belt drive unit has to push
against it after the rubber band is assembled onto the motor and the rotating
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pulley. The subassembly in the middle has to then press against it a force while
still screwing the nut and holding the bolt on which the whole subassembly is
stacked.

4.7 Assembly graph
All the data set describes above are then used to generate the assembly graph of
the required assembly model. All the assembly relations and parent-child order
are specified in the graph. The belt drive unit has two assembly configurations
before the final assembly state can be achieved. The assembly graph generated
using the developed assembly exporter are shown below.
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Figure 4.8: Assembly node diagram for the belt drive unit: Configuration 1, Source: Generated using the Inventor Assembly exporter.

Figure 4.9: Assembly node diagram for the belt drive unit: Configuration 2, Source: Generated using the Inventor Assembly exporter.
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4.8 Assembly sequence plan
The assembly graph generated above is used to obtain the optimal assembly
sequence plan. The assembly plan for the belt drive unit is shown below.
Assembly sequence plan of belt drive unit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

SKILL SKIP
00: Grab Ste p001_01 - BASE +1 and i nse rt into ground
SKILL EXECUT ION 01: Grab Ste p001_02 - PLATE -01+ 1 and i nse rt into Ste p001_01 BASE +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_02 - PLATE -01+ 1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt Ste p001_02 - PLATE -01+ 1 into Ste p001_01 - BASE +1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 02: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 4 -10+ 3 and sc re w into Ste p001_01 - BASE +1
usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 3 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 3 to Ste p001_01 - BASE +1 usi ng
ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 03: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 4 -10+ 4 and sc re w into Ste p001_01 - BASE +1
usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 4 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 4 to Ste p001_01 - BASE +1 usi ng
ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Let go off St e p001_02 - PLATE -01+ 1 with le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 04: Grab Ste p001_03 - PLATE -02+ 1 and i nse rt into Ste p001_01 BASE +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_03 - PLATE -02+ 1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt Ste p001_03 - PLATE -02+ 1 into Ste p001_01 - BASE +1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 05: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 4 -10+ 1 and sc re w into Ste p001_01 - BASE +1
usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 1 to Ste p001_01 - BASE +1 usi ng
ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 06: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 4 -10+ 2 and sc re w into Ste p001_01 - BASE +1
usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 2 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 2 to Ste p001_01 - BASE +1 usi ng
ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
* LET GO
-> Le ft Arm St e p001_03 - PLATE -02+ 1
SKILL EXECUT ION 07: Grab Ste p001_37d - gea rmotor -50 -70+1 and i nse rt into
St e p001_02 - PLATE -01+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_37d - gearmotor -50 -70+1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt Ste p001_37d - ge armotor -50 -70+1 into Step001_02 PLATE -01+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL SKIP
08: Grab Ste p001_37d - gearmotor -50 -70 Sha ft +1 and i nse rt into
St e p001_37d - gea rmotor -50 -70+1
SKILL EXECUT ION 09: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 3 -10+ 2 and sc re w into Ste p001_37d gearmotor -50 -70+1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 2 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 2 to Ste p001_37d - gearmotor -50 -70+1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 10: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 3 -10+ 4 and sc re w into Ste p001_37d gearmotor -50 -70+1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 4 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 4 to Ste p001_37d - gearmotor -50 -70+1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 11: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 3 -10+ 6 and sc re w into Ste p001_37d gearmotor -50 -70+1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
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33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ arm

-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 6 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 6 to Ste p001_37d - gearmotor -50 -70+1

SKILL EXECUT ION 12: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 3 -10+ 1 and sc re w into Ste p001_37d gearmotor -50 -70+1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 1 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 1 to Ste p001_37d - gearmotor -50 -70+1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 13: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 3 -10+ 5 and sc re w into Ste p001_37d gearmotor -50 -70+1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 5 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 5 to Ste p001_37d - gearmotor -50 -70+1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 14: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 3 -10+ 3 and sc re w into Ste p001_37d gearmotor -50 -70+1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 3 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 3 -10+ 3 to Ste p001_37d - gearmotor -50 -70+1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Let go off St e p001_37d - gea rmotor -50 -70+1 with
ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 15: Grab St e p001_ MBRFA 30 -2 - P6_35 +1 and i nse rt into
St e p001_37d - gea rmotor -50 -70 Sha ft +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p001_ MBRFA 30 -2 - P6_35 +1 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt St e p001_ MBRFA 3 0 -2 - P6_35 +1 into Step001_37d gearmotor -50 -70 Sha ft +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
* LET GO
-> Le ft Arm St e p001_ MBRFA 30 -2 - P6_35 +1
SKILL SKIP
16: Grab St e p001_ MSSFS 3 -6+1 and sc re w into St e p001_ MBRFA 30
-2 - P6_35 +1
SKILL EXECUT ION 17: Grab St e p 001 _ SBARB 6200 ZZ -30+ 1 and i nse rt into Ste p001_03
- PLATE -02+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ u r5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p 001 _ SBARB 620 0 ZZ -30+ 1 using ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt St e p 001 _ SBARB 6200 ZZ -30+ 1 into Ste p001_03 - PLATE
-02+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 18: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 4 -10+ 6 and sc re w into Ste p001_03 - PLATE
-02+ 1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 6 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 6 to Ste p001_03 - PLATE -0 2+ 1 usi ng
l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 19: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 4 -10+ 8 and sc re w into Ste p001_03 - PLATE
-02+ 1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 8 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 8 to Ste p001_03 - PLATE -0 2+ 1 usi ng
l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 20: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 4 -10+ 5 and sc re w into Ste p001_03 - PLATE
-02+ 1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 5 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 5 to Ste p001_03 - PLATE -0 2+ 1 usi ng
l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 21: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 4 -10+ 7 and sc re w into Ste p001_03 - PLATE
-02+ 1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 7 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 7 to Ste p001_03 - PLATE -0 2+ 1 usi ng
l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Let go off St e p 001 _ SBARB 6200 ZZ -30+ 1 with ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 22: Grab St e p001_ MBRAC 60 -2 -10 p1 +1 and inse rt into
St e p 001 _ SSFHRT 10 -75 - M4 - FC55 - G20_s +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p001_ MBRAC 60 -2 -10 p1 +1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p001 _ SSFHRT 10 -75 - M4 - FC55 - G20_s +1 usi ng
ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt St e p001_ MBRAC 60 -2 -10 p1 +1 into St e p 001_ SSF HRT 10
-75 - M4 - FC55 - G20_s +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 23: Grab St e p001_ CLBPS 10 -17 -4+1 and i nse rt into
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71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

St e p 001 _ SSFHRT 10 -75 - M4 - FC55 - G20_s +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p001_ CLBPS 10 -17 -4+1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt St e p001_ CLBPS 10 -17 -4+1 into St e p001 _ SSFHRT 10 -75 M4 - FC55 - G20_s +1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
* LET GO
-> Le ft Arm St e p001_ CLBPS 10 -17 -4+1
SKILL EXECUT ION 24: Grab St e p001_ SSFHRT 10 -75 - M4 - FC55 - G20_s +1 and i nse rt into
St e p 001 _ SBARB 6200 ZZ -30+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt St e p 001_ SSFHRT 10 -75 - M4 - FC55 - G20_s +1 into
St e p 001 _ SBARB 6200 ZZ -30+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 25: Grab St e p 001 _ EDCS 10 +1 and i nse rt into St e p001 _ SSFHRT 10
-75 - M4 - FC55 - G20_s +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p 001 _ EDCS 10 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt St e p 001 _ EDCS 10 +1 into St e p001_ SSFHRT 10 -75 - M4 - FC55
- G20_s +1 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 26: Grab Ste p001_ SCB 4 -10+ 9 and sc re w into St e p001 _ SSFHRT 10
-75 - M4 - FC55 - G20_s +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 9 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St ep001_ SCB 4 -10+ 9 to St e p 001_ SSFHRT 10 -75 - M4 - FC55 G20_s +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ arm
SKILL SKIP
27: Grab St e p001_ MBRAC 60 -2 -10 p2 +1 and inse rt into
St e p001_ MBRAC 60 -2 -10 p1 +1
SKILL SKIP
28: Grab St e p 001 _ M 4 x 10 p 3 +2 and sc re w into Ste p001_ MBRAC 60
-2 -10 p1 +1
SKILL SKIP
29: Grab St e p 001 _ M 4 x 10 p 3 +1 and sc re w into Ste p001_ MBRAC 60
-2 -10 p1 +1
-> Let go off St e p001 _ SSFHRT 10 -75 - M4 - FC55 - G20_s +1 with
ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 30: Grab Ste p001_ MBGA 30 -2+1 and i nse rt into Ste p001_ BGPSL 6
-9 - L30 - F7 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ MBGA 30 -2+1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt St ep001_ MBGA 30 -2+1 into Ste p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 31: Grab Ste p001_ CLBUS 6 -9 -9 _5 +1 and i nse rt into
St e p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep001_ CLBUS 6 -9 -9 _5 +1 usi ng l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt St ep001_ CLBUS 6 -9 -9 _5 +1 into Ste p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 F7 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 32: Grab St e p 001 _ SPWF 6 +2 and i nse rt into Ste p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 L30 - F7 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p 001 _ SPWF 6 +2 using le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt St e p 001 _ SPWF 6 +2 into Ste p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
* LET GO
-> Le ft Arm St e p 001 _ SPWF 6 +2
SKILL EXECUT ION 33: Grab Ste p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1 and i nse rt into
St e p001_03 - PLATE -02+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt Ste p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1 into Ste p001_03 - PLATE
-02+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 34: Grab St e p 001 _ SPWF 6 +1 and i nse rt into Ste p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 L30 - F7 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p 001 _ SPWF 6 +1 using le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Inse rt St e p 001 _ SPWF 6 +1 into Ste p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 35: Grab St e p 001 _ SLBNR 6 +1 and scre w into Ste p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 L30 - F7 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p 001 _ SLBNR 6 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St e p 001 _ SLBNR 6 +1 to Ste p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Let go off St e p001_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1 with ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL SKIP
36: Grab St e p001_ MSSFS 3 -6+1 and unsc re w from St ep001_ MBRFA 30
-2 - P6_35 +1
SKILL EDIT
37: Grab St e p002_ MSSFS 3 -6+1 and re - sc re w into
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-2 -10 p1 +1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p 002 _ M 4 x 10 p 3 +2 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St e p 002 _ M 4 x 10 p 3 +2 to St e p002_ MBRAC 60 -2 -10 p1 +1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL SKIP
40: Grab St e p 001 _ M 4 x 10 p 3 +1 and unsc re w from St e p001_ MBRAC 60
-2 -10 p1 +1
SKILL EDIT
41: Grab St e p 002 _ M 4 x 10 p 3 +1 and re - sc re w into St ep002_ MBRAC 60
-2 -10 p1 +1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p 002 _ M 4 x 10 p 3 +1 using l e ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St e p 002 _ M 4 x 10 p 3 +1 to St e p002_ MBRAC 60 -2 -10 p1 +1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
UNS UPP ORTED
42: Grab Ste p003_ MBT 4 -40 0+ 1 and i nse rt into Ste p003_ MBGA 30
-2+1
42: relate d c onne cti on Ste p003_ MBRAC 60 -2 -10 p1 +1 and
St e p003_ MBT 4 -400+ 1
42: relate d c onne cti on Ste p003_ MBRFA 30 -2 - P6_35 +1 and
St e p003_ MBT 4 -400+ 1
SKILL UNDO 1 ROT 43: Grab St e p 003 _ SLBNR 6 +1 and unsc re w from St ep003_ BGPSL 6 -9 L30 - F7 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St e p 003 _ SLBNR 6 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Grab St ep003_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Unsc re w St e p 003 _ SLBNR 6 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
* LET GO
-> Le ft Arm St e p 003 _ SLBNR 6 +1
SKILL SKIP
44: Grab St e p003_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1 and e xt ract from
St e p003_03 - PLATE -02+ 1
SKILL EDIT
45: Grab St e p004_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1 and re - i nse rt into
St e p004_03 - PLATE -02+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Shi ft Ste p004_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1 wit hi n Ste p004_03 - PLATE
-02+ 1 usi ng ri ght _ ur5 _ a rm
SKILL EXECUT ION 46: Grab St e p 004 _ SLBNR 6 +1 and scre w into Ste p004_ BGPSL 6 -9 L30 - F7 +1 usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Sc re w St e p 004 _ SLBNR 6 +1 to Ste p004_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1
usi ng le ft _ ur5 _ a rm
-> Let go off St e p003_ BGPSL 6 -9 - L30 - F7 +1 with ri ght _ u r5 _ a rm
* LET GO
-> Le ft Arm St e p 004 _ SLBNR 6 +1

4.9 Skill execution and validation
Once the optimal assembly plan is generated as shown above, the software
framework invokes the robotic manipulator to perform the various assembly
tasks required to complete the assembly process. It should always be ensured
that the assembly model is build based on the rules list described in the previous
chapter. If the rules list is not followed the planning system will fail resulting in
an unsupported assembly plan. The planning system works perfectly for the
WRS belt drive assembly, as can be seen and verified in the plan. It should be
further tested to include use cases that are different from the current assembly.
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5 Use cases
This chapter describes the implementation of the developed sequence planner
discussed in Chapter 3.3.2. The extracted data described in Section 3.1.3 is used
to build an assembly plan as shown in the following use cases. The method has
been expanded to include as many different use cases as possible.

5.1 Use case I: Box world

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: Assembly diagram for box world assembly. (a) Box world I containing three different blocks. (b) Box world II containing five different blocks. (c) Box world III containing nine
different blocks. Source: Own illustration generated using Autodesk Inventor.

The first use case that we consider consists of a block world assembly. Three
very simple examples are considered to test our developed model to verify if
the assembly planner executes the assembly steps without any errors.

5.1.1 Box world I
The first example consists of three basic blocks and they are simply stacked one
over the other.
Assembly sequence plan box world I
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5.1.2 Box world II
The second example consists of a slightly harder box world problem where up
to five blocks are stacked over each other with the last box being placed in the
middle of the whole stack.
Assembly sequence plan box world II
1
2
3
4
5

5.1.3 Box world III
The third example consists of a rearranging problem were two nine different
blocks are arranged in two different stacks and later the middle blocks between
the two respective stacks are interchanged.
Assembly sequence plan box world III
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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5.2 Use case II: Toggle switch
The second use case consists of a toggle switch that contains three different
parts. The challenge in this assembly is that if part #3 which is the pin is
assembled before the baton, the whole assembly will fail.

Figure 5.2: Assembly diagram with parts list for toggle switch, Source: Own illustration
generated using Autodesk Inventor.

Assembly sequence plan toggle switch
1
2
3

00: Grab Toggle - Switch - Case and i nse rt into ground
01: Grab Batt on and i nsert into Toggle - Switch - Ca se usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
02: Grab Pin and i nse rt into Batt on usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5

5.3 Use case III: Perfume bottle
The third use case consists of a perfume bottle assembly. The challenge in this
assembly is that the straw should be placed inside the bottle before the rest of
the components are assembled.
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Figure 5.3: Assembly diagram with parts list for perfume bottle, Source: Own illustration
generated using Autodesk Inventor.

Assembly sequence plan perfume bottle
1
2
3
4
5

01:
SKIP
02:
03:
04:

Grab _ Spri ng and sc re w into _Straw - sub usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
01: Grab _ Bottle and sc re w into ground
Grab _ Spri ng and sc re w into _ Bottle usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
Grab _Top and sc re w into _ Spri ng usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
Grab _ Brace and sc re w into _Top using L_ Arm_ UR 5

5.4 Use case IV: Clutch assembly
The fourth use case consists of a clutch plate assembly. The main characteristic
of this assembly is that it is a stacking assembly. The main challenge in this
assembly is that it consists of a sub assembly and a main assembly. So, in order
to completely assemble the clutch the sub-assembly must be assembled first
before the main assembly is put together.
Assembly sequence plan: main assembly of clutch plate
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Figure 5.4: An assembled clutch, Source: Own illustration generated using Autodesk Inventor.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

Ba se Pl a te and i nse rt into ground
Friction - Fa ci ng and inse rt into Ba se Pl a te usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
Inte rnal - sub - a sse mb l y and i nse rt into Friction - Fa ci ng usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
Ring - Pl ate and i nsert into Internal - sub - a sse mbl y usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
Ring - Pl ate and i nsert into Internal - sub - a sse mbl y usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
Pressure - Ring and inse rt into Inte rnal - sub - a sse mbl y usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
Splined - Hub and i nse rt into Internal - sub - a sse mbl y usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
Diaphragm - Sp ri ng and i nse rt into End Pi e ce usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
M5 - Allen - Bolt and sc re w into End Pi e ce usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
M5 - Allen - Bolt and sc re w into End Pi e ce usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
M5 - Allen - Bolt and sc re w into End Pi e ce usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
M5 - Allen - Bolt and sc re w into End Pi e ce usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
M5 - Allen - Bolt and sc re w into End Pi e ce usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
M5 - Allen - Bolt and sc re w into End Pi e ce usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
Diaphragm - Sp ri ng and i nse rt into Pressure - Ring usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5

Assembly sequence plan: sub assembly of clutch plate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab
Grab

Spring - Hub and i nsert into ground
Plate - Wa she r and inse rt into Spring - Hub using L_ Arm_ UR 5
Cushion - Spri ng and i nse rt into Plate - Wa she r usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
Hub - Fl ange and insert into Cushion - Sp ri ng usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
Cushion - Spri ng and i nse rt into Hub - Fl a nge usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
Big - spri ng and i nsert into Hub - Fl a nge usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
Big - spri ng and i nsert into Hub - Fl a nge using R_ Arm_ UR 5
Big - spri ng and i nsert into Hub - Fl a nge using L_ Arm_ UR 5
Big - spri ng and i nsert into Hub - Fl a nge usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
Plate - Wa she r and inse rt into Cushion - Sp ri ng usi ng L_ Arm_ UR 5
Spring - Hub and sc rew into Plate - Wa she r usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
ISO -4762 - M6 -x -20 and sc re w into Spring - Hub usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
ISO -4762 - M6 -x -20 and sc re w into Spring - Hub usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
ISO -4762 - M6 -x -20 and sc re w into Spring - Hub usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
ISO -4762 - M6 -x -20 and sc re w into Spring - Hub usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
ISO -4034 - M6 and sc re w into ISO -4762 - M6 -x -20 usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
ISO -4034 - M6 and sc re w into ISO -4762 - M6 -x -20 usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
ISO -4034 - M6 and sc re w into ISO -4762 - M6 -x -20 usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
ISO -4034 - M6 and sc re w into ISO -4762 - M6 -x -20 usi ng R_ Arm_ UR 5
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Figure 5.5: Assembly diagram with parts list for clutch plate, Source: Own illustration
generated using Autodesk Inventor.
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6 Summary and results
This section talks about the overall summary of the thesis and the results that
were realised from the method section.

6.1 Summary
The main focus of the thesis was to make a state-of-the-art autonomous assembly system. Chapter 1 provides an overview of the background that led to
the thesis. It also talks about the objectives and defines an approach to tackle
the problem statement.
The theoretical framework necessary for implementing such a system is addressed in Chapter 2. The assembly workflow in an autonomous assembly
system is visualized and the assembly sequence is defined. It is followed by
defining the essential elements of the robotic system. Lastly, the system architecture and the software framework of the autonomous system is specified.
Chapter 3 talks about the method used to build the system. The theoretical
aspects that were identified from the previous chapter are further expanded by
studying the different data representation models in CAD. It also defines the
assembly rules that must be followed when making a CAD model. If the defined
rules are not followed the planning system will fail and no optimum assembly
plan will be generated.
Chapter 4 talks about the implementation and validation of the proposed
system mentioned in the previous chapter. The data set that needs to be
extracted is defined and a strategy to generate an assembly sequence plan is
outlined.
In Chapter 5, different use cases are identified and tested with the newly
developed system so that distinct corner cases are covered. The system is tested
with a clutch plate, a perfume bottle, a toggle switch, and a block assembly.
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6.2 Results
The methodology developed through this thesis has been used to create an
autonomous assembly planning system. The WRS belt drive unit along with
four other use cases was used to test and validate the developed framework.
Autodesk Inventor was chosen as the proposed CAD system that provided the
required data sets.
The developed framework identifies components and subassemblies that make up
the final product. Autodesk Inventor API was used to identify and extract the
required data points. All the components and sub-assemblies of the required
final assembly were identified along with their respective constraints, poses
and orientations.
An Inventor assembly exporter was also developed to generate the assembly
graph that visually represents the correlation between different parts and
subassemblies. The assembly plan was generated using the assembly graph and
by calculating the interrelationships between each component.
The generated assembly plan is then used to execute the skills or the primitives
by the robotic manipulators to assemble the final product or the assembly. The
test cases confirm that the developed model can generate the correct assembly
plan for all the different test cases that were tested with the system.
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7 Discussion
While analysing the literature research about the WRS, it was found that none
of the teams has developed a system that was able to build an assembly plan on
the fly. Every single team that competed had a significant change over time. The
thesis aimed at finding a solution that could automatically extract the required
planning data needed for the robotic reasoner. The analysis of the results from
the thesis indicates that it was possible to build an autonomous robotic system
that was able to build an assembly plan from the CAD design.
The results suggest that the use of a proprietary CAD system enabled the easiest
method for the extraction of assembly data as opposed to the findings of the
study proposed by Za and Du using a STEP based method. 70 The proposed
system did not require an additional subsystem that pulled out the geometrical,
physical, and mechanical constraints.
The result also aligns with the findings of Mathew and Rao which proposed a
method to generate the liaison relationships from an assembly using commercial CAD software. 71 The currently developed system even expands further on
the method of using API to generate liaison relationship. The system developed
by Mathew and Rao has only the possibility to generate the snapshot of the
relational database and the liaison table. The currently developed system on the
other hand can generate the relationship graph and the assembly plan and also
execute the required primitive skills required to perform the complete assembly
by the robotic manipulators.
The previous research of Chaudron, Martin, and Godot proposed a method that
uses the “And/Or Graph” to plan the assembly sequence operations. The
method was implemented using a proprietary CAD system; Catia V5. 72 The
results from the thesis was in line with the findings of the above-mentioned
study.

Conf. Zha & Du, supra note 52, p. 1087-110.
Conf. Mathew & Rao (2010), p. 167-75.
72
Conf. Chaudron, Martin & Godot (2005), p. 156-61.
70
71
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7 Discussion

The generated assembly sequence plans can be also be used on shop floors for
manual assembly after extensive testing of the system. The main advantage lies
in the fact that the operator of the proposed system does not need any
knowledge to generate the plan.
The assembly plans in the form of step-by-step nodal graphs also give so much
clarity to the assembly line worker, unlike other engineering drawings. The
flexibility to generate text outputs, graphs as well as parts list makes it easier for
the factory line worker to understand the production processes faster. When it
comes to the autonomous system, the plans that are developed on the go will
provide most assembly lines with agility and leanness thereby helping to make
quick product changeovers in the shortest span possible.
The main advantage of the system compared to previously existing systems is
that it does not require any user-generated input to complete the assembly
process, as long as the rules specified inside the rule box is followed.
The current developed system currently has some limitations. The plans generated are sometimes not optimal or there might be special corner cases that
would appear as more and more test cases are performed on the system. With
further development, the system will be able to achieve optimal solutions as
more and more corner cases get integrated into the system. Another limitation
arises from the use of a proprietary CAD system and thus the user is bound to
the product ecosystem.
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8 Future scope
In this thesis, a rigorous theoretical framework for data extraction from a
proprietary CAD system was proposed. The framework allows extraction of
geometric and user-defined data sets from an assembly drawing.
There are many directions for future work which are briefly summarised next.
• The vision system can be expanded to detect graspable points from cluttered
scenes and picking bins. Since the current pose is given from the CAD data,
the future system can use various sensors and camera systems to detect
object surface states, sizes and more.
• Human-Robot Collaborative assembly tasks that effectively collaborate with
the human workers can be considered. Chandra et al. proposed a robotic platform that performs ‘picking’, ‘showing’, ‘placing’ and ‘handover’ actions on
real-world objects in coordination with the human. 73 Instead of the current
framework a cognitive architecture can be developed to reason and plan the
human-robot collaboration scenario.
• Another possible direction of research is a hybrid manufacturing cell.
Sadrfaridpour et al. propose an integrated physical and social human-robot
collaboration (HRC) framework for assembly tasks in a hybrid
manufacturing cell. 74 A computational model can be developed to integrate
the HRC framework in future research.
• Another research direction builds on already existing knowledge that is
available and converting the structured data into an RDF-based knowledge
base. 75 This knowledge is then gradually extended during the definition of
the robot task.

Conf. Chandra et al. (2016), p. 3-14.
Conf. Sadrfaridpour, Saeidi & Wang (82016), p. 462-67.
75
Conf. Bjorkelund et al. (2011).
73
74
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10 Conclusion
This research aimed at the autonomous assembly of Industrial robots and to
extract the data that is required to do the task planning. Based on the literature
research, practical implementation and the analysis of the four different test cases,
it can be concluded that the required data can be extracted from the system using
the proposed system. The proposed system can also be scaled to include industrial
applications and as more corner cases are tested and more data is added into the
OWL file, the system can span to include multiple other use cases.
The research also clearly illustrates that any geometric, as well as semantic data
that is embedded into the design drawing, can be extracted and reused to include
other phases of the manufacturing process. But it also raises the question of
building the CAD assembly based on a predefined set of rules. The definition of a
predefined set of rules can become sometimes confusing to a new user.
The study was able to solve the problem of autonomously planning the assembly
tasks from the extracted data models and execute the required skills to complete
the final assembly.
Based on these conclusions the future researchers can aim to address the problems
like eliminating the use of predefined rules. Future studies could also aim at an
approach that can integrate human-robot collaborative assembly tasks.
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Figure . : Detailed relationship node diagram for box world I,
Source: Own illustration generated using Inventor assembly exporter.

8V FDV

R

RU

Figure . : Detailed relationship node diagram for box world II,
Source: Own illustration generated using Inventor assembly exporter.
*UDE 6W H S
B X L
UL K WB X U BD UP
H UW 6WH S
B L WR 6W H S
B X L
UL KW BXU BD UP
HW R RII 6WH S
B ZL WK O H IW BXU BD UP
HW R RII 6WH S
B ZL WK UL K WB XU B D UP

8V FDV

R

RU

Figure . : Detailed relationship node diagram for box world III,
Source: Own illustration generated using Inventor assembly exporter.
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Figure . : Detailed relationship node diagram for toggle switch,
Source: Own illustration generated using Inventor assembly exporter.
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Figure . : Detailed relationship node diagram for perfume bottle,
Source: Own illustration generated using Inventor assembly exporter
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Figure . : Detailed relationship node diagram for clutch assembly,
Source: Own illustration generated using Inventor assembly exporter
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Figure . : Detailed relationship node diagram for clutch sub assembly,
Source: Own illustration generated using Inventor assembly exporter
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